
Teaching Intern: CABARLES, MAE JANINE M. 

Degree Program: BSNED  

1. Title: Special Education Teaching Demonstration (Mathematics)

2. Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/142uBIlPQMuF-VvfSRKB_t0Zh3Ox3-EQv/view?usp=sharing

3. Grade level/Subject: Special Education Mathematics

4. Modality : Online Classes

5. Topic/subject matter discussed: Number Recognition: Counting Numbers from 1-10

6. Activity/activities that can be observed: The video demonstration shows the lesson about

counting numbers from 1-10. It includes activity, quiz, and assignment where students are

engaged in counting objects utilizing pictures, sounds, and videos. Hands-on activity is evident

when the students are asked to count popsicle sticks in counting numbers.

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed: In the demonstration, different tasks are

implemented and can be observed such as classroom routines, classroom management,

motivation, assessment/activity, discussion, generalization, evaluation, and assignment.

8. Other features: The availability of the resources such as the teaching demonstration video,

PowerPoint presentation and the lesson plan can be downloaded for a folder in the Google

drive. See attached link

(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Bl5gHnEaoyWLBfa992yDLVdjE84AOaJr?usp=sharing)
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The Brewing Model in Online Synchronous Teaching and Learning  

by Ma. Aira Chenessa B. Aguilar ( University of San Jose-Recoletos, Cebu City) 

1. Title: Brewing Model Lesson Demonstration (Online Synchronous)

2. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4nSyGaf5Fw

3. Grade level/Subject: 2nd Year /Facilitating Learning-Centered Teaching

4. Modality: Online Synchronous Teaching and Learning

5. Topic/subject matter: Thinking/Learning Styles and Multiple Intelligences

6. Activity/activities that can be observed: In the video, the teacher tackled the entire topic of

Learning Styles and Multiple Intelligences. It is observed that she used Direct Method,

where she gave a lecture on the topic. She also used Cooperative learning where

learners work in groups through the use of the breakout rooms in Zoom which may

also be available in MS Teams and other online platforms. The use of Jamboard (an

online tool) and Microsoft Tools (Offline- but may be shared through the share screen

feature) may also be observed. It may also be evident that the teacher utilizes the

learning management system used by the school, and in this case, it’s the Adelante

Learning Management System powered by D2L (Brightspace).

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed: Setting of Direction by informing learners of the

lesson outcomes, doing Mental Health Check, Tapping of prior knowledge, Lecture, Guided

and Independent Learning tasks may be seen in this video. Assessment and giving of

assignment or asynchronous task is evident. Asynchronous tasks are for Remediation,

Enhancement and/or Enrichment—depending on what the learner needs.

8. Other features: Here is the link to the Brewing Model to have a deeper understanding of its

phases and elements. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf9MEqSEpn8&t=8s

Creative Commons License
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Intern's Name: Cyril P. Alivio 

Major: BEED  

1. Title: Multigrade Demonstration Teaching: Pseudo Demonstration

2. Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ccQSJrtjMGlBfy7VdN6EhMlXCw1oXb1/view?usp=sharing

3. Grade Level/Subject: Multigrade MAPE

4. Modality: Online/Pseudo demo

5. Topic: Center Based Learning Activity: Halloween All Over The World

6. Activity that can be Observed:

All activities are based on Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligences Theory; hence, the activity is a 

Center-Based Learning Activity. In this lesson, we catered all the different intelligences of the learners 

and developed centers in the lesson that would tap or enhance the multiple intelligences of the 

multigrade learners.  

First Activity: Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence 

Activity: Halloween Dance and This or That 

Description: An engaging activity of the lesson that allows the students to enjoy and move their bodies. 

Second Activity: Visual Intelligence 

Activity: Guess the Movie 

Description: This activity challenges the students to guess their favorite Halloween movies thru pictures 

and videos. 

Third Activity: Musical Intelligence 

Activity: Sing Along  

Description:  This activity encourages the students to sing along the lyrics of the songs from the famous 

movie - Coco.   

Fourth Activity: Art Smart 

Activity: Clay Art (Trick or Treat) 

Description: A trick or treat in a fun and different way!  This activity enables the students to choose 

whether it is trick or treat. Then, they creatively make their own halloween characters with the use of 

colorful clay.  
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Fifth Activity: Intrapersonal Intelligence 

Activity: My Own Prayer (For Grade 1 and 2) 

Description: This activity relates to one’s self.  Here the student writes his/her thoughts through a prayer 

dedicated to his/her  loved ones who already passed away.  

Sixth Activity: Linguistic Intelligence  

Activity: Word Within Words (Grade 1 and 2) 

Description:  

This activity challenges the linguistic intellingence of the students by writing another set of words  from 

the phrase HAPPY HALLOWEEN. 

Seventh Activity: Intrapersonal Intelligence 

Activity: My Thoughts (Grade 3) 

Description: This activity allows the students to reflect and explain on the given question: Are you afraid 

of the dead? 

Eighth Activity: Intrapersonal Intelligence 

Activity: My Reflections (Grade 3) 

Description: This activity allows the students to recap all their experiences and write their memorable 

moments during the lesson using the provided worksheet. 

7. Instructional Tasks that Can be observed:

This video shows the integration of several activities in Art, Language, Culture and Music to a particular 

theme: Halloween All Over the World. The lessons taps the beauty of thematic instructional approach 

wherein it is filled with various topics and activities that focused on the value of Halloween itself. The 

lesson does not only focused on the content itself rather it touches the hearts of the students about the 

culture, traditions and relevance behind the celebration of halloween around the world. 

8. Other features.

The whole lesson was anchored upon Howard Gardner's multiple Intelligences Theory that embraces the 

beauty of one's uniqueness. The lesson offered different activities for the students to enjoy and have 
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fun while learning. The whole lesson is student-centered and it is learning by doing which develops the 

students' skills and values about learning. 
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Student Intern: Ann Jenelle B. Gabrillo 

BECED 

1. Title: Demo-N1-Letter Bb-Reading

2. Link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1je98AEFMIpCNCzWRTKEHRvxePtkQ_z2e/view?usp=

sharing

3. Grade level/Subject: Nursery 1 - Reading

4. Modality: Online, Pseudo demo (no students)

5. Topic/subject matter discussed: Letter Bb

6. Activity/activities that can be observed:

The video shows an entire lesson about the sound and form of letter Bb as well as

examples that begin with it. The teacher used instructional videos for her motivation to

teach the sound of letter Bb and examples of words beginning with its sound. The teacher

used a story problem for her discussion which is also an interactive way of conducting a

formative assessment to her Nursery 1 students. The teacher also used another

instructional video from YouTube to teach the proper way to write the big and small

letter Bb, then gave a worksheet to assess if the students already know the proper way of

tracing/writing the letter Bb. For her evaluation, the teacher gave a product-based

assessment which a Beaver Art Craft to end her lesson. Book work was also given as an

assignment.

Ang bidyo ay nag papakita ng isang buong aralin tungkol sa tunog ng letrang Bb at mga 

bagay na nagsisimula dito, gayun din kung papaano ang tamang pagsulat nito. Gumamit 

ang guro ng bidyo sa kanyang motibasyon upang matutunan ang tunog ng letrang Bb at 

mga halimbawa ng mga salitang nagsisimula sa Bb. Gumamit din sya ng story problem 

sa kanyang pagtatalakay. Para sa ebalwasyon ay nagbigay siya ng worksheet upang 

makita ang tamang pagsulat ng letrang Bb at gumawa din siya ng Beaver Art Craft, isang 

hayop na nagsasalita sa letrang Bb. Nagbigay din ng takdang aralin ang titser mula sa 

aklat ng mga studyante. 

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed:
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The teacher made use of the method called SAFE (Stimulating Activity, Actual Activity, 

Follow-up Activity, and Evaluation) and gave a book activity for the assignment.  

Makikita ang pagbibigay ng layunin, nilalaman, pamamaraan (panimulang gawain, 

paglalahad, pagtatalakay, ebalwasyon) at gawaing bahay.  

8. Other features:

The video can be accessed and downloaded via the given Google Drive link. The video is

one of Teacher Ann’s pre-recorded videos/pseudo demos as a requirement for her

Teaching Internship. Teacher Ann is a BECED Student Intern and is assigned to the

Toddler and Nursery 1 class in Cebu Normal University.

Ang bidyo ay mula sa Google Drive at maaring idownload sa pamamagitan ng link. Ang 

bidyo na ito ay isa sa mga pre-recorded videos/pseudo demo ni Titser Ann para sa 

kanyang Student Internship. Siya ay isa sa mga BECED Student Interns ng Toddler at 

Nursery 1 sa Cebu Normal University.  
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Student Intern: Raulette May B. Alfante 

BEED 

1. Title:

Grade Five Demonstration Teaching (Science): Pseudo Demonstration

2. Link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ruPkQzfwI9SI_HpotBmiAQERJZEiKd2f/view?usp=sharing

3. Grade level/Subject:

Grade 5 Science

4. Modality

Online Class and Pseudo demo

5. Topic/subject matter discussed

The Human Reproductive System: Changes during Puberty

6. Activity/activities that can be observed

The video shows the teacher giving review to the past lesson, letting students play a game(Myth

or Fact), letting students observe changes in their body through having a checklist, discussing

changes that happen during puberty, showing video presentations and conducting an

assessment-quiz.

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed

The instructional tasks that can be observed are the content and procedure: Opening prayer,

Online class netiquettes, Review, Engage (Myth or Fact Game as motivation), Explore (Checklist

Activity), Explain (Discussion and Video showing), Elaborate (Giving additional questions),

Evaluate (Test A: Multiple choice assessment and Test B: Essay), and Assignment

8. Other features:

The following lesson plan, PowerPoint presentation and video can be found in the Google Drive

of Teacher Raulette using this link:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UxoZ4uHRAN4apMWCZOtKKf8FT33igO7e?usp=sharing
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1. Title: Digital Citizenship vs. Global Citizenship - PC 213 SYNCHRONOUS CLASS

 (Technology For Teaching and Learning) Ganz Butcon  (YouTube Channel) 

2. Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OLxbIn-Rkw

3. Grade Level/ Subject:  2nd Year College / PC 213 (Technology For

 Teaching And Learning) 

4. Modality:  Online Class (Synchronous)

5. Topic/Subject Matter: Digital Citizenship vs. Global Citizenship

6. Activities that can be observed:

Accepting Students in Google Meet,

Prayer,

Checking of Attendance using the Moodle LMS,

Reading of the Learning Outcomes,

Discussion of the following Topics:

a. Digital Citizenship vs. Global Citizenship

b. Five tenets of Global Digital Citizenship

c. Knowledge Check

d. 9 Elements of Digital Citizenship

e. Knowledge Check

f. Forum using Moodle LMS Forum

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed:

 Discussion of the Topics, Video Presentation Supporting the Topics, 
  Gathering Ideas, Formative Assessment, Knowledge Check, LMS  
 Forum. 

8. Other features:  Lesson Plan Using ASSURE MODEL

 PowerPoint Presentation used in the video 

     Link: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AJQt7oeH4NQiNTuTB_CGh6iN-             

tyaQ6_/edit#slide=id.p1 
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Lesson Plan Using Assure Model

Subject: PC 213 - Technology For Teaching And Learning

Topic: Digital Citizenship vs. Global Citizenship

Year: 2nd Year College

Age Group: 20-21 years old

Time: 1 hour and 30 minutes

Analyze Learners

General Characteristics

This lesson is prepared for 2nd year college students.
This class has a population of 40 - 50 students.
Learning styles in this class vary from auditory to visual.
Some students have difficulty maintaining focus due to
internet connection.
This lesson is tailored to accommodate the students’
attention span

State Objectives
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Students should be able to:

a. Recognize the five tenets of global digital citizenship and the elements of digital
citizenship.

b. Compare and contrast one’s role as a citizen of a community and that
of a digital world.

c. Share ways on how can observe social, ethical, and legal
responsibilities in the use of technology tools and resources.

Select Media, Materials and Methods

Moodle LMS: the platform used by the school
Power Point Software : the lesson presented in slides
Jamboard : virtual writings are presented here
Computer : asynchronous and synchronous lessons are delivered
Video clips : presented to support the explained slides
Google Meet : a video conferencing platform for synchronous sessions

Utilize Media and Materials

1st, Google Meet will be opened to accept students
2nd, Attendance in the Moodle LMS will be utilized
3rd, The teacher will inform the students about the

objectives and the flow of the lesson
4th, Power Point slides will be shown for through

discussions supported by the video clips
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5th, Jamboard will be used to gather data
6th, LMS Forum will be used for Evaluation

Require Learner Participation

Students will be asked the questions about the data shown in the supplemental
video in every topic. They are going to share their ideas as part of the discussions of
the topics. They are going to participate also by writing their answers in the chat box
for the knowledge check.

Evaluate and Revise

Assessing learners’ is done through using the Moodle LMS Forum.

Students will be given 20 minutes to answer the short essay questions in the Moodle
LMS Forum.
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Pseudo-Teaching Demonstration Using 4A’s Lesson Format 

by Jade S. Tagab 

1. Title: Pseudo-Teaching Demonstration Using 4A’s Lesson Format (Offline-Face to Face)

2. Link: https://youtu.be/LY7A5H4cHvM

3. Grade level/Subject: 1st Year /Foundations of Special and Inclusive Education

4. Modality: Offline -Face to Face Pseudo-Teaching Demonstration

5. Topic/subject matter: Accommodations and Modifications

6. Activity/activities that can be observed: In the video, the teacher tackled the entire topic of

“Accommodations and Modifications” using the 4A’s format. The video was divided

into two parts: Preliminary Activities and Developmental Activities. The teacher

integrated basic sign language during the prayer, used the Total Physical Response

during the greetings while teaching the “Butterfly Hug” which is a kind of self-

administer Bilateral Stimulation used to soothe or calm feeling prior to the checking

attendance and setting of expectations by reminding the classroom rules and sharing

of the lesson objectives. In the second part of the video, which is the Developmental

Activities, it is observed in the “Activity” part that the teacher used Reading Aloud to

involve the learners in reading. During the Analysis part, the teacher asked divergent

questions where learners need to provide their insights of the activity by completing

the “Entrance Slip”.  It is observed that the teacher used Direct Method, where she

gave a lecture on the topic. The teacher then used the Interactive inquiry technique

by asking HOTS questions to evaluate the understanding of the learner as a

generalization for the discussion. She also used Philips 66 strategy where learners

work in groups of 6 members and brainstorm for 6 minutes.  It was also evident that

the teacher utilized the Simulation activity by assigning different scenarios during the

“Application” phase. The teacher then gave an assessment by letting the learners
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complete the “Venn Diagram”. It could also be noted that immediate feedback is given 

right after the submission of answer during the “Application” and “Evaluation” phase. 

The teacher utilized “Exit Slip” that to quickly gauge the understanding of the learner. 

Furthermore, as a response to the University’s vision as research-driven institution, 

the students are required to read published articles about accommodations and 

modifications using a template provided by the teacher.  

7. Instructional task/s that can be observed:

Preliminary Activities include Prayer, Greetings, Attendance Check, Classroom Rules and

Informing of objectives.

Developmental Activities include Activity, Analysis, Abstraction, Application.

Generalization, evaluation and giving of assignment are also evident.

The video also includes possible answers from the students to illustrate a clear

manifestation of Interactive lecture even with the absence of actual students.

8. Other features: Here is the link to the Lesson Plan for Accommodations and Modifications to

have a clearer understanding on the entire flow of the lesson. Link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fvj0mHPx8LfeQZXwPvIU4ca-

QEexPPL6?usp=sharing
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